Abstract-High-bandwidth and real-time constraints for supporting concurrent video accesses make generic software architecture design for high-performance on-demand video servers challenging. This challenging task can be even more complicated when we consider that a generic software architecture should be applied to different hardware platforms. In this paper, we introduce the design, implementation, and evaluation of a generic software architecture for on-demand video servers. We describe different key components on controlling the storage and network devices within the server. The interactive collaborations between these software components are also illustrated. The experimental results indicate a very promising direction on exploring the right combinations of these software components. The server is, thus, able to increase the number of concurrent video accesses with the same hardware configuration. For instance, with the right combinations, the system achieved about 80 percent of the storage system bandwidth of four disks, about 70 percent of the storage system bandwidth of six disks, and generally reached the maximal achieved SCSI bandwidth when eight disks are used over two SCSI buses (i.e., four disks on each SCSI bus). Our research and experimental results are based on video servers currently under construction across a variety of hardware platforms, including SMP, DMP, and clusters of PC or workstations. The most-advanced prototype server is based on an SGI shared-memory multiprocessor with a mass storage system consisting of RAID-3 disk arrays. With all the enabling/management schemes, we were able to further investigate interesting research issues by considering the user's access profiles for taking advantage of popular video titles. The results were significant, with a range of 60 percent improvement given a 512 Kbyte block size. In addition to the experimental results, theoretical performance models were also developed that closely match to our collected experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
TARTING with the early 1990s, we have seen many research efforts on the design of multimedia servers. Among different multimedia servers proposed, the ondemand video servers have been identified as a highprofile technology among the multimedia research community. The delivery of videos imposes two challenges for the on-demand video service: 1) a high-bandwidth requirement, and 2) a real-time delivery constraint.
Videos compressed with the MPEG-2 (Moving Picture Experts Group) format [18] , [19] , [20] , require a range of 4 to 20 megabits per second bandwidth (Mbps). Besides the high-bandwidth requirement, videos must also be delivered to the user and displayed at a constant bit rate. In order to provide jitter-free video playback, each video frame must be sent to the user before the time that it needs to be displayed. Because of the high-bandwidth requirement and the periodic nature of displaying video streams, a large-scale video server must have the following facilities: 1) a large storage capacity with a hierarchical structure to archive hundreds of videos in a cost-effective way, 2) high-performance I/O bandwidth to handle hundreds or thousands of concurrent video streams, and 3) a high-performance network subsystem which is capable of delivering concurrent video streams to a large number of users.
Even with these facilities, a large-scale video server with the guaranteed quality of service still can not be built without careful consideration of each of the different integrated system components of a high-performance computer system. The basic components of an on-demand video server are depicted in Fig. 1 . The interactions of the system hardware components (i.e., storage, processing, and networking) can be described as follows: In order to support a large number of concurrent video accesses, video files are usually archived in the storage subsystem according to data striping schemes [17] , [26] . They are retrieved in a streaming style through the processing and routing component, and then transferred to the network subsystem. The network subsystem delivers the video frames to remote users. Because most of the playback devices are cost sensitive and have limited buffer space, the network subsystem must control the speed at which the video frames are transmitted to avoid overflowing or underflowing the buffers on the user side.
While the previous research generated a significant understanding on the different methods to improve the performance of the multimedia servers, 1 a reality check reveals that the majority of proposed schemes only applies to one component only. Single-subsystem studies in the past include [2] , [5] , [6] , [10] , [13] , [32] , [35] , [37] , [39] , [41] , [45] , [47] , [48] . In addition to a single subsystem assumption, most of the previous studies only provided simulation results. Only a few of the systems had the flavor of software architecture design. The Continuous Media File System (CMFS) proposed by Anderson et al. in [1] defined a session that claimed to guarantee a minimal transfer rate. The session concept was assumed to be feasible across different subsystems. However, it did not address the relationship between different components. There was no statement about the implementation of the session concept. Only simulation results were presented in the paper. Concurrent video accesses were not considered in this work except some discussion on disk scheduling. Gemmel and Christodoulakis in [12] have worked on buffer management for uncompressed audio data. They only discussed a theoretical model for a single-stream digital audio playback. Supporting concurrent accesses was not considered. Only simulation results on a single digital audio playback were presented. They did not address the relationship between different system components. Lougher and Shepherd's work in [29] on the design of a storage server for continuous media was originally designed for a multiple-disk system. The relationship between different components was not addressed, and no performance results were given. The recent work in [43] at SUNY-Stony Brook claimed to support end-to-end performance guarantee over a special real-time Ethernet protocol. The design was targeted for less than 100 concurrent MPEG-1 (i.e., 1.2 or 1.5 Mbps) accesses. Their software design was tightly coupled to one Intel PC running the Free-BSD operating system. The relationship between different system components was not addressed in depth. This decomposition into separate research areas, which is a common process for complex problems, is perhaps one of the reasons that many proposed schemes in the past failed to become the practical solutions in the industry. We have observed that an integrated design across the different components can be critical to guarantee the applicationlevel quality for multimedia servers. The other motivation of proposing a generic software architecture certainly come from the fact that there exist many different kinds of hardware platforms. For example, Oracle used SGI's SMP machines [24] , nCUBE used DMP machines for their Media Server [30] , IBM adopted a cluster of RS/6000 [21] , and Microsoft's server solution was over a cluster of PCs [3] . These software implementations remain confidential and there is a lack of comparable performance comparisons among these different solutions. From our perspective, all hardware machines have the potential to serve on-demand video. It is the system software that transforms and enhances the hardware systems into the application servers for supporting on-demand video services. Research schemes proposed in the past tend to claim that they are platformindependent. However, the real implementations of the proposed schemes require specific hardware platforms. 2 This hinders further research and development of multimedia servers. Therefore, we present our study of a generic multimedia server in this paper. It is our hope that the proposed software architecture will become a common research platform useful in many research schemes, independent of the hardware architecture. The general model in Fig. 1 can be implemented on various computer systems with different hardware architectures, such as sharedmemory multiprocessor, distributed-memory multiprocessor, or even a cluster of workstations connected by a highspeed network. 3 Different computer architectures possess different advantages and disadvantages when they are used as a large-scale VOD server. Based on the requirements of a VOD server, we tabulate the differences of sharedmemory multiprocessors and distributed-memory multiprocessors in Table 1 . In a distributed-memory multiprocessor, videos are retrieved by the storage node from its local disks, and transferred through the interconnection network to the network 2. There are few actual implementations of the proposed schemes from academia. Even so, the system softwares created are not interoperable.
3. A cluster of workstations connected by a high-speed network can be treated as a special case of distributed-memory multiprocessors. node. Then, the network node delivers the video through its network interface to the remote user. In the case of using the same processor node as storage node and processor node, the video delivery does not go through the interconnection network. In a shared-memory multiprocessor, the video delivery path is from disks to memory, then from memory to network interfaces, both go through the system bus. Given these considerations, the design of the generic software architecture to maximize concurrent video access with guaranteed quality can be unified since the requirements are generic. By analyzing the requirements of ondemand video service, we propose a generic software architecture. We began with the novel software architecture design in Section 2. Key components are described. Special attention is given to the controlling processes on storage and network devices. We also describe the collaborative interactions between these components such that a video stream can be retrieved and delivered. We, thus, adopt an experimental implementation and measurement method. These results have a practical and significant contribution on the design of software for the system architects in the R&D community. We describe our experience in the design and implementation of a video server based on a SGI ONYX symmetric multiprocessor machine to achieve the above goals. The adaptation of this software architecture to other hardware platforms (e.g., nCUBE, IBM SP2, and clusters of workstations or PCs) is currently under investigation. The adaptation process is completed over clusters of workstations or PCs, and the adaptation overhead and experimental performance results are described in [28] .
Our experimental results indicate a very promising direction on exploring the right schemes in the processing component. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to explore these design alternatives, and the performance impact is unknown at this time. For instance, CSCAN disk scheduling is implemented in the controlling process for the storage devices. It is interesting to note that although the average access time has been reduced, the number of supported concurrent MPEG-2 accesses is not increased significantly for high-end JPEG and MPEG-2 videos. Our observation also indicates that it requires at least two disks to demonstrate the improvement for concurrent access by using CSCAN disk scheduling. With all the enabling and management schemes, we were able to further investigate an interesting research issue (for the first time, in the form of experimental study) by considering the user's asymmetric access profiles (as we defined it in [46] ) for taking advantages of popular video titles. It is known that in the arrival of video requests, many video requests will come close to the same time, and some popular video titles can be requested more frequently than the others. Given the observation of this asymmetric video access patterns, it is possible that several close requests to the same video files can be served using proper design on the various components. While making some reasonable assumptions about the future behavior of customers, we explored different arrival patterns and measured the performance improvement via the management schemes in our software architecture. The results are significant with a range of 60 percent improvement given a 512 Kbyte block size. In addition to the experimental results, theoretical performance models were also developed. These theoretical performance models seem to match our collected experimental results. We, thus, believe that these models can be beneficial for the study of large-scale systems where experiment is infeasible. The results of this paper provide some guidelines to support the design of multimedia servers, and also serve as the tested environment for many future research issues. In this paper, we only address the design issues within the servers. Related issues beyond the servers such as 1) the flow control between server and client, and 2) congestion control within the high-speed networks should be referred to [9] , [42] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We describe our existing test-beds and proposed software architecture in Section 2. The different integration and management schemes (i.e., design alternatives) are introduced in Section 3. We introduce the research issue on the access patterns and the performance models in Section 4. Section 5 introduces the experimental performance results, including the baseline performance of basic design, performance improvements with different management schemes, and the performance of batching schemes. The summary and conclusion of the paper are given in Section 6.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In today's academic environments, many computing and communication infrastructure are constructed with a [16] , or fiber channel switches. These servers all have the potential to become on-demand video servers. It is our belief that the design of software architecture should be generic. The software architecture should be independent enough from the hardware architectures. Regardless of the hardware architecture, the software should run efficiently. In this section, we introduce the detailed information on the design and implementation of our proposed generic software architecture. This paper actually presents our first results of a serial study for designing on-demand video servers over these different hardware platforms.
Software Architecture Design
From our perspective, the main difficulty in providing ondemand service with a guaranteed quality of service is due to the variation in access latencies over the delivery path, from storage subsystem to network subsystem. The variation of access latencies can come from many factors, ranging from physical devices to device drivers, file systems, and other operating system components. Common techniques to alleviate the access variation problem are either 1) coordinating the system components of a video server through various scheduling schemes, via resource reservation; or 2) using sufficient buffers to absorb the latency variance of accessing different system components.
Scheduling and reservations can be accomplished using kernel or user-level implementations. To provide real-time scheduling and resource reservation at the kernel-level requires major modifications or extensions to current operating system components [1] , [29] . An alternative solution (as we propose in this paper) is to implement the required scheduling schemes in the user space to augment current operating systems. Our proposed software architecture employs user-level processes to manage the video server, and to regulate the usage of system resources within the processing and routing component. Fig. 2 depicts the architectural design of our video server. Several special processes have been designed to support the management on the delivery of hundreds of simultaneous video streams. The IRIX 5.3 operating system is the underlying mechanism to support the coordination for these components. To minimize the impact of CPU scheduling and context switching, all components are set to be highest priority and the required buffer space is always locked in the physical memory in the delivery process. We did not exclude the possibility of implementing this architecture in the kernel level to further improve the performance. We adopted the Message Queue (MQ) mechanism [40] to support the Inter Process Communication (IPC) between different control processes. Message Queue is a common IPC mechanism available in Unix-based operating systems. All messages in Message Queue are stored in the kernel, thus, no physical memory copy is required. With the MQ, a single queue can be used to multiplex different types of messages. This feature is important for the server design. For example, if a NTSC video request comes before a HDTV video request, the HDTV video request might need to be served before the NTSC video request since the HDTV request has a shorter deadline. This scenario suggests that earliest-deadline-first (EDF) service policy is needed to support different video types at the same time within video servers. Message queues can potentially provide this non-first-come-first-serve (non-FCFS) service policy according to the message types. Since a video server potentially handle thousands of concurrent accesses, the scheduling of most urgent requests need to be performed quickly. The kernel space used in the MQ avoids unnecessary memory usage in the user space for computation and scheduling. The support of different video types concurrently within a server is beyond the scope of this paper. Since we only handle one video type at a time among these video streams, FCFS with round-robin (RR) becomes a natural EDF policy in this situation. However, choosing MQ will give advantages on future research. For the cluster of PC platforms, free-domain Linux, or FreeBSD operating systems can be adopted since they also provide the MQ facility.
Since the main task of video servers is to retrieve and deliver the video blocks to the networks with guaranteed quality of service, software architecture should be simple and efficient in performance. The proposed software architecture should be applied to different hardware platforms with minimal adaptation. Fig. 3 demonstrates the possible mappings over the SMP and DMP hardware environments.
As an example for SMP machines, SGI's ONYX machine uses a 1.2 Gbyte/sec system bus as the routing method. For DMP machines, nCUBE machines use a hypercube as the routing media, and a cluster of PCs uses a high-performance switch such as ATM. The proposed software architecture is simple and makes the implementations of servers easy to adapt to different hardware platforms. In [28] , we have shown that the proposed generic software architecture was adopted into a cluster of workstation environment. The adoption process took about three months with one graduate student effort, which was considered a quick success.
Descriptions of Components
In the following subsections, the functionality and different software components are described.
1) Storage Control Process (SCP).
A SCP accepts retrieval requests from Storage Access Process (SAP). It accesses the storage device using raw-device blocking I/O to deliver the desired video block to the assigned memory buffer. The main operation of this process is to take the request from the associated message queue, serve the request and then inform the proper SAP processes. 2) Storage Access Process (SAP). Since the SCP performs the blocking raw-device disk I/O, the SAP potentially can have multiple requests accumulated while the storage device is busy. Disk scheduling algorithms can be implemented in this process. A SAP accepts retrieval requests (with the target disk position) from different NAPs (Network Access Processes, will be explained later), arrange the request into the disk serving schedules, and sends the proper request to the available SCPs. Current implemented disk scheduling algorithms include FCFS and CSCAN. Additional disk scheduling algorithms are under investigation and implementation. 3) Network Access Process (NAP). Shared-memory buffer allocation for video requests is accomplished by the NAP. In the current version, the NAP allocates and locks two dedicated buffers for each video stream (i.e., we call this buffering scheme the two-buffer scheme in [25] ). One buffer is for receiving the video block from the SCP and the other is for delivering the video block to the NCP. A NAP also has the responsibility to guarantee the delivery rate. Since the remote user (with a playback device, Set-Top Box (STB)) has a limited buffer space, the server needs to control the delivery speed such that the overflow or underflow in the STB should not occur. A NCP is also responsible for multicasting when several streams are served by a pair of shared group buffers. It either has to use multiple transmission requests over NCPs to send out the shared video block or perform the multicasting in the ATM switch. The separation of SAP and NAP is needed since in some hardware platforms (such as the DMP machine) the storage devices and network devices may be physically located on different nodes. The nature of accessing storage and network devices are also different. In order to support many streams, a video file usually needs to be striped across many disks. Thus, a SAP might need to communicate with different SCPs. On the other hand, a stream in NAP usually only transmits the video block over only one network interface. Therefore, we separate these two processes to provide a clean design. 4) Network Control Process (NCP). Similar to SCP, a NCP manages a high-speed network device such as ATM and HIPPI network interfaces. A NCP accepts transmission requests from NAPs, transfers video frames to the network interface from the assigned memory buffer, and informs the proper NAP processes. In this paper, we use the HIPPI network interface (NIF) as the transmission mechanism. This HIPPI interface is then connected to a High-Speed GigaRouter, which provides the HiPPI tunneling over an OC-3 ATM link [16] . A similar observation also can be made by using an ATM network interface.
5) Central Control and Admission Control Server (CCACS).
The CCACS monitors the resource usage at any time. It has the current statistics on how many video requests are served by each storage (network) device. The load distribution statistics are the basis for the decision making of admission control for new requests. Our admission policies are based on deterministic guarantee model. These policies include i) we have setup the practical limits of the supported video streams by precollecting experimental results [17] , [26] in advance; ii) new requests are accepted only when the resulting new load in addition to the existing loads will not exceed these limits; and iii) mechanisms were imposed in NAPs and SAPs report to CCACS whenever the loads on the storage/network devices (i.e., NCP and SCP) are changed.
A sample scenario on admitting a new request is described in Section 2.3. Once a new video request is admitted, a system request is assigned to the proper NAP and SAP for video delivery. The CCACS is also responsible for updating the Video Data Base (VDB) for the location, striping scheme, resolution of the video files and statistics on the on-demand video service.
Delivering Video Streams Using the Proposed Components
Delivering video streams under full control requires cooperating components as depicted in the following Fig. 4 . The delivery of a normal-playback video stream can be divided into two major phases: The first phase is the admission phase, where the system decides the acceptance/rejection on incoming requests. The second phase is the delivery phase, which can be further divided into four main stages. These stages are 1) buffer setup, 2) connection setup, 3) normal video delivery, and 4) end of video delivery.
Many tasks need to be performed and coordinated between these components to ensure the proper delivery of video streams. In this section, we describe a basic scheme to deliver the video streams according to the above four stages. The handling of user interactions requires special treatment, thus, we do not intend to cover the user interaction issues in this paper due to the space limitation. Interested readers should refer to our future publications [23] on the related issues in this area.
In addition to the definition of stages in delivery, an important task is to define the mechanism for different components regarding the ordering of streams that they serve, which include knowing the correct stream for serving and the expected streams in round-robin policy within every cycle. Since we are using MQ as the message communication mechanism, we define the message format in Fig CCACS is always listening to this well-known port address for new requests. CCACS accepts or rejects the new request depending on the current work-loads on storage and network subsystems of the server. CCACS needs to query Video Data Base for the file location, striping scheme, the SAP and the associated SCPs for this video title. If acceptable (i.e., under the achievable concurrent accesses for this particular logical device), then CCACS proceeds; otherwise, it rejects this request. If the new request is accepted, CCACS then either creates a new NAP or assigns the new request to one of the existing NAPs. A NAP then decides the proper SCPs and the associated NCP(s) for transmitting the video block out of the server. Depending on the load of network interfaces, the CCACS may reject this request although the storage bandwidth is sufficient. Otherwise, it accepts this request, and signals the remote client for the Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC) and the output-port number that the server will use to deliver the video block across the ATM network. After sending out the signals, the associated NCPs will open the socket(s) and wait for the binding from the remote client SVC connection.
Once the CCACS gets confirmation from the remote client, it can pass an accepted reply to the NAP. The information it passes should include request ID, NAP's ID, the associated SCP's IDs, and associated NCP's IDs. The NAP will setup the required buffers using the two buffering scheme, such that storage and network subsystems can work concurrently. A statistics database is updated by CCACS for this new request. Stages 1 and 2 can be accomplished after the connection has been established. 4 2) Normal Video Block Delivery. Now the subsequent video blocks can be delivered from the storage devices to the memory buffers in the NAP. NAP then informs the NCP to access the retrieved video block, NCP(s) will deliver the video block out through the output port and the assigned SVC. This process loops until the end of the video file. 3) End of Video Retrieval. When the retrieval reaches the end of the video file, some house-keeping tasks have to be performed: i) When the end of video file is reached, the NAP informs CCACS that this is the last video block; ii)
CCACS will put a signal to the NCP for this special last video block and ask the remote client to send a ACK_end back when the last video block is completed; iii) CCACS will receive this ACK_end from remote client, and send an end_request to the NAP (CCACS also updates the video database); iv) NAP will release the assigned buffer space; After these steps, the cycle to serve a video retrieval request is completed. 4 . The experimental results that we present in this paper are for alreadyadmitted requests. The goal is then to identify the maximal number of supported video streams under this controlled architecture using different design schemes.
The allocated memory can be deallocated for other requests or returned to the common buffer pool for further usage.
SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT
The software architecture shown in Fig. 2 suggests a hierarchical control structure. The necessity of a hierarchical control structure is justified by experimental results later. In this section, different design variations are introduced, and their experimental performance is illustrated later in next section.
Enabling Schemes to Improve the Performance
Since the SCP performs the blocking disk I/O over rawdevice, the SAP potentially can have multiple requests accumulated while the storage device is busy. Disk scheduling algorithms can be implemented in this process. A SAP accepts retrieval requests (with the target disk position) from different NAPs, arranges the request into the disk serving schedules, and sends the proper request to the available SCPs. Currently implemented disk scheduling algorithms include FCFS and CSCAN policies [38] . In the following figures of design examples, we denote Vx.y as the stream identification. "x" is the file ID, and "y" is the stream number. Thus, "V2.1" stands for the first stream that access the video file #2. The design of SAPs can have different management schemes.
SAP with No Sharing (SAP_NS) Scheme:
The design principle for this scheme is simplicity. This scheme assigns an individual SAP process for each video stream. Because of the dedicated SAP processes, a stream can be served on the storage access quickly. Thus, storage access time can be short. However, because of the dedicated process for each individual video stream, no disk scheduling/regulation algorithms can be applied. Another disadvantage is contention for CPU resources since many processes are generated. Fig. 6 illustrates an example for supporting four concurrent video accesses using this design concept. There are two video files striped over two disks. Two SCPs are used to access the two disk. Assuming that two concurrent video accesses are required for each video file, system, thus, creates four pairs of SAP and NAP for these four video accesses. SAP with Partial Sharing (SAP_PS) Scheme: This scheme has a dedicated SAP process to manage multiple streams that access the same video file. Recall that even a 16 Gigabyte disk array can only store about three MPEG-2 videos with 8 Mbit/sec bandwidth. Because of this storage requirement, the number of video files stored on the video storage systems is significantly less than the number of the supported concurrent video accesses. Therefore, SAP_PS design can potentially reduce the number of processes required, and at the same time, disk scheduling/regulation policies can be implemented at these SAPs. However, there is no collaboration between SAPs. Since each SAP maintains a disk request schedule, a different SAP might affect the disk head movement. Thus, an interference between SAPs schedule is expected. Fig. 7 illustrates this concept for having one SAP controls all the accesses to file 1 and the other SAP for file 2. NAP design remains the same, and retrieval requests are sent to the proper SAP, according to the file number. SAP with Total Sharing (SAP_TS) Scheme: A natural extension of SAP_PS scheme is to have a dedicated SAP process to handle many concurrent accesses for a collection of video files. Although many possible alternatives exist, we investigate the extreme case in which a SAP handles all the video files in the storage system. Since there is only one SAP, a global disk scheduling scheme could perform better. Fig. 8 illustrates this concept with a SAP controlling all the accesses to the two file in the storage system. NAPs direct all the retrieval requests to the only SAP.
Note that a SAP process can manage several schedules of requests for different storage devices. In order to perform their function, the main instructions of this process are 1) nonblocking MQ-receive, 2) sorting for disk scheduling algorithms, and 3) nonblocking MQ send.
Operation 1 must be a nonblocking MQ receive since a SAP process needs to check two MQs associated with SCP and NAP. Because of the sorting and nonblocking MQ operations this process can be classified as a computational task. A potential use of different SAP design schemes is to implement a scheduling algorithm for accessing multiple-disk storage systems. The following observation introduces the effect of different design schemes for the performance of disk scheduling algorithm. We depict the experimental performance, which matches this observation, later in this paper. The relationship between SAP designs with disk scheduling algorithms then becomes an open issue. Our proposed software architecture provides a useful environment on examining the processing requirement vs. the disk access time reduction. We have started examining the FCFS and CSCAN algorithms first, other disk scheduling such as EDF and SCAN-EDF [35] are currently under implementation and measurement.
Share-memory buffer allocation for video requests is accomplished by the NAP. The design of NAP also can have different management schemes. The following schemes are implemented in our software architecture for performance evaluation.
NAP with No Sharing (NAP_NS) Scheme: Similar to the SAP_NS scheme, NAP_NS dedicates a NAP process to each video stream such that network transmission requests can be made to the Network Control Process as soon as possible. This design concept is illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 6 , Fig. 7 , and Fig. 8 . NAP with Total Sharing (NAP_TS) Scheme: This scheme is designed to have a dedicated NAP process for a network interface to manage the transmission of multiple video streams over this network interface. Fig. 9 illustrates this design concept with the SAP_TS scheme. In this particular example, only one pair of SAP and NAP is used for controlling all four concurrent video accesses. NAP_TS also can be combined with the SAP_NS and SAP_PS schemes.
Because of the message checking for both NCP and SAP, nonblocking MQ-receive and send are used for a NAP process. A NAP process also needs to read the timer for checking the display deadlines at the remote site (we assume a push model for delivering the videos). Therefore, a NAP process also could be considered as a computational task. Similar to SCP, a NCP manages a high-speed network device such as ATM and HIPPI network interfaces. At this stage, we adopt UDP/HIPPI/ ATM PVC as the communication protocol to deliver the video blocks. Other protocol stacks are also possible, but these are not the main focus of this paper at this moment. The main operation of this process is to take the request from the NAPs, serve the request and then inform the NAP processes. In order to perform this function, the main instructions of this process are 1) blocking Message Queue (MQ) receive, 2) blocking socket write, and 3) nonblocking MQ send.
Since steps 1 and 3 do not take much CPU resource, this process can also be regarded as an I/O process.
CONSIDERING THE ACCESS PROFILES
Many research issues can be investigated with the design and implementation of the enabling components introduced earlier. For instance, one unique consideration is what we call the access profile. Since some films are more popular than others, it is typically the case that when the videos are released (usually six months later) they will also be more popular. These popular video titles will attract more concurrent accesses than other less popular titles. The impact of different access profiles can be significant on the system design. For instance, assuming a very popular video has 100 concurrent accesses about the same time. While a simple scheme such as SAP_NS with NAP_NS might assign a separate stream for each access, it is preferred to take the advantages of this temporal localities. The spatial locality exists when more than one streams accesses the same video file. It is also most likely that when the on-demand service was first offered, many accesses will occur at the beginning of the prime viewing time. While earlier work in the past [7] , [8] , [14] , [22] , [31] , [32] , [37] intended to take advantage of the similar observation, no explanation was given as how to achieve this performance improvement in experimental settings. With the enabling schemes, it becomes feasible for the first time to investigate the actual impact. In this section, we further introduce our design considerations by placing the access profiles into the system design. Certainly these considerations only form a partial set of design guidelines. We not only list the design considerations, but also develop some valuable performance models (justified by the actual experimental results) for different access patterns.
Design Considerations
There are many dimensions that a system designer needs to optimize for building high-performance on-demand video servers. We do not intend to cover all the considerations in this paper due to space limitations. We introduce two important design factors in this paper, and illustrate how these factors are considered using the enabling schemes.
Client-Driven Versus Server-Driven Mechanism.
Many traditional text-based distributed systems use a clientdriven mechanism. In the client-driven approach, there is no process which coordinates the scheduling of client requests. Each client process issues its request by itself after the CCACS granted its access request. The requests generated by the clients are usually served on a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) basis.
A server-driven approach requires the NAP process to include some timing information. The server initiates requests for all clients and sends a signal to a client whenever the data has been filled. Because the complete timing information is available, the server using this approach may potentially apply some scheduling policies in the CCACS component. Our experimental results indicate that performance of the client-based approach is usually worse than the server-driven approach. We believe that this is caused by the high degree of collisions among concurrent accesses. Therefore, we adopt the serverdriven approach for the majority of our experiments. The second factor to take advantage of access profiles is to use some delay-start mechanism within the CCACS 5 component and the joint consideration for the SAP management policies and NAP's in-server multicasting.
If the SAP_PS design is adopted without using the in-server multicasting, the performance improvement will be limited. We indicate this usual service policy as uniform distributed scheduling in this paper. We further investigate the video accesses into two batching patterns: one is across over the RAID-3 (i.e., SAP_TS scheme), and the other is only distributed over a single video file (i.e., SAP_PS scheme). Perhaps the best scheduling is to reduce the seek time of disk operations using the SAP_TS and NAP_TS with batching delay at the CCACS component. We call this joint scheduling Interleaving scheduling with the assumption that files are interleaved and granularity is determined by request size.
However, in the case when many accesses are targeted for the same video file, the file operation needs to be performed only once for the best case. The buffered video data can be distributed to multiple remote sites with the in-server multicasting capability. We will demonstrate that this capability can be performed efficiently using our software architecture. The performance can achieve upto the number of supported concurrent accesses limited by the network transmission speed (e.g., 67 Mbyte/sec for a HIPPI interface). Table 2 illustrates the significant performance comparisons of client-driven and server-driven approaches with the proposed Interleaving Scheduling over a RAID-3 disk array. The details of the experimental results will be explained in the next section.
These performance improvements indicate a very promising results for our proposed software architecture. By integrately considering different components and taking advantages of the access profiles, we were able to generate a significant performance improvement (i.e., 300 percent for four-frame, 100 percent for eight-frame, 60 percent for eight-frame, and 30 percent for 16-frame buffers compared to the conventional client-driven approach) in Table 2 . For the rest of the paper, we will introduce the experiment design, the performance demonstration for all the proposed enabling schemes, and finally the joint design and performance improvement based on the access profiles. 5 . We assume the waiting time by those delay-starts is always acceptable.
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Designing experiments to measure concurrent video accesses is difficult. A reasonable buffering scheme needs to be adopted. In order to guarantee acceptable application performance, we implemented the two-buffer scheme [25] in our experiments. One buffer is used for the retrieval of the video frames from the storage subsystem and the other buffer for the transmission of video frames to the remote clients. Assume there are x video frames in the buffer which are being transmitted by the network subsystem. In order to provide continuous playback, the entire buffer must be delivered and subsequent video frames in the other buffer must be ready for transmission within x frame intervals (x 33.33 msec). The use of these two buffers are swapped after x frame intervals. There are two dedicated buffers assigned to serve each video stream.
Next, we need to define the performance metrics for the measurement. In our experiments, we use the following Quality of Service (QoS) parameters at the application-level to determine the maximum number of concurrent accesses which can be supported by the server with various storage system configurations and allocation schemes.
Average in-time retrieval latency: Average latency of those retrievals which were completed before the deadline. Average miss-deadline retrieval latency: Average latency of those retrievals which did not complete before the deadline.
Number of miss-deadline retrievals (jitters):
The total number of retrievals which missed the deadline. The deadline depends on how many video frames were retrieved for each read request. We particularly refer these miss-deadline retrievals as jitters.
For each experiment, we measure the performance for each active video stream. The experiments were repeated incrementing of the number of active video streams until the server could no longer provide an acceptable quality of service (i.e., the average jitter ratio was greater than 1 percent). In this way, we could evaluate how many concurrent accesses could be provided by the server. Finally, a reasonable set of access patterns for video files was needed. 6 Unless specified, we assumed that video files are striped across a number of disks uniformly, and the same amount of concurrent video accesses is applied to each video file. 6 . It is perhaps worthy to note that the real access patterns for large-scale (e.g., over hundreds of) concurrent video accesses are not available at this moment. There are only few large-scale trials, and many statistics of the real access patterns have been kept confidential. 
Baseline Scalability Performance
We start the presentation with the basic design. The first performance figure is prefaced by some introductory remarks.
Traffic type: It is interesting to note that different video types may have an impact on the measured performance [26] . For example, it is preferred to have as higher rate (i.e., higher quality) as possible. Thus, in most cases, 8 Mbit/sec rate is usually assumed. However, this high-bandwidth requirement makes the disk transfer time more dominant than the seek and latency times. The result is poor performance of the disk scheduling algorithms. Therefore, when the performance of the disk scheduling is the focus of the discussion, a 4 Mbit/sec rate (instead of the 8 Mbit/sec rate) will be used to illustrate the performance improvement. Constant or variable bit rates: Measuring the number of concurrent video accesses can be taken either using a pessimistic or an optimistic approach. The differences between these two approaches is whether the system designers should assume a worst-case or averagecase rates for the video traffic with the nature of variable bit rate. The specifications of MPEG-2 can be scalable from 4 Mbit/sec to 20 Mbit/sec in their average rates. Therefore, we can either assume the specified bit rate as the worst-case bit rate or the average bit rate. The worst case assumption will constantly retrieve the same number of video frames within one block, and the results are always deterministic. However, the results indicate a pessimistic point of view, where the actual performance might be somewhat better. On the other hand, while it is possible to use trace data to perform the experiments, many runs need to be carried out in order to get a reliable number of supported concurrent video accesses. The obtained results are not always deterministic. We choose the pessimistic point of view that obtains the number of supported concurrent accesses for the worst-case assumption. From a system designer's perspective, our belief is that a slightly over-engineering approach like this will prevent system overload with the number of concurrent video accesses. Fig. 10 illustrates the baseline scalability performance for up to six disks using the basic software design with the NAP_NS and SAP_NS Scheme. The scalability performance indicates a very interesting behavior, which the performance saturates at about 20 streams when the number of disks is more than two. Many factors cause this performance saturation, and we will introduce these factors stepby-step, and demonstrate the performance improvement using our proposed controllable software architecture.
Performance of Enabling Schemes
We investigate a series of management schemes for improving the number of supported concurrent video accesses in this subsection. We first present the performance improvement of different management schemes.
Performance Improvement with Various Management Schemes
Fig . 11 illustrates the performance improvements compared to the baseline performance that we introduced earlier.
1) Performance of NAP_NS Schemes:
The dominating factor for performance of NAP_NS schemes is the start-up contention because we activated the concurrent video accesses within the system at the same time. We have observed that only two more streams can be supported from four to six scratch disks. On the scalability performance, the following observations can be drawn from Fig. 11 . Different management schemes of NAP_NS scheme do not have a significant impact on the performance of two disks. The physical disk bandwidth (e.g., 9-10 Mbyte/sec for two disks to support close to 20 streams) makes different design alternatives support about the same number of supported concurrent accesses. As the number of disks is increased to four, the design of NAP becomes important. While the NAP_NS Scheme may provide fast processing, it also intensifies the contention on the storage accesses. 2) Performance of NAP_TS Schemes: The NAP_TS Scheme provides the regulation between these concurrent accesses. In our implementation, the NAP process for the NAP_TS scheme knows about the availability of NCPs (i.e., the HIPPI interface in our experiment). Thus, when more than one stream needs to access the HIPPI NIF, only one request will be granted access, and the rest wait in the request queue. Because of this regulation, concurrent accesses are arbitrated, thus, the performance difference of NAP_NS or NAP_TS schemes becomes significant. 3) Timing Performance of Different Schemes: Another important performance metric in evaluating the system is the timing performance. How do these different SAP and NAP designs affect the access times, and which scheme does perform better in terms of average short access time? Table 3 lists the timing performance to support nine concurrent video accesses using different design variations.
As we stated earlier, part of the improvement is caused by the regulation of NAP_TS schemes. By comparing an equivalent combinations between the NAP_NS with NAP_TS variations, it is easy to find that the average access time (i.e., maximum of storage and network access times in parallel using the two-buffer buffering scheme) has been reduced significantly. For example, the SAP_TS with NAP_NS Scheme requires 229 msec average access time, while the SAP_TS with NAP_TS Scheme only requires 131 msec on average. This access time reduction is one of the factors in supporting more concurrent video accesses when the number of disks is increased from one to two or four.
Explicit Start-Up Scheduling at CCACS
In order to improve the performance with NAP_NS schemes, we further analyze the distribution of jitters. Fig. 12 depicts a typical case of jitter distribution for the last 10 concurrent accesses for SAP_NS with NAP_NS Scheme. Note that the first nine video streams do not experience any jitters. It can be observed that the start-up contention usually occurs the first 10 times of accesses between Stream 10 and Stream 20. Note that if the half of the concurrent streams experience more than five jitters for the first 10 accesses, our statistical analysis will count it as over 1 percent jitter (i.e., five out of 500 accesses).
Removing start-up jitters can be achieved by two approaches. The first approach is to adopt NAP_TS schemes instead of NAP_NS schemes (i.e., implicit smoothing) as we demonstrated earlier. The other approach is to have the CCACS regulate concurrent accesses at the beginning such that the start-up contention can be removed (i.e., introduce longer but acceptable start-up latencies). This scheme requires the CCACS to have a timer in order to delay the first access with a predetermined interval. For demonstration purposes, we introduce a fixed delay (e.g., n * 33.33 msec, where n is 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) before the CCACS generates a new pair of SAP and NAP processes. This scheduling eliminates the start-up contentions if there is an explicit delay in the starting of each stream of at least 132.33 msec. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to report experimental evidence on this performance issue, indicate where and how it happens, and propose methods for improving the performance. Fig. 13 depicts the scalability performance improvement of three design variations of the NAP_NS Scheme with and without using the explicit start-up scheduling. For four disks, 32 concurrent accesses are supported by different NAP_NS schemes. It achieves about 80 percent of the storage system bandwidth of four disks. For six disks, 42-45 concurrent accesses can be supported. It achieves about 70 percent of the storage system bandwidth of six disks. It is our experience that the SCSI overhead becomes more significant when eight disks are used over two SCSI buses (i.e., four disks on each SCSI bus). It reaches to about 60 percent of the storage system bandwidth of eight disks.
Effect of Disk Scheduling in SAP
Disk scheduling algorithms are proposed in the past to reduce the disk access delay for conventional text-based applications [35] , [48] . They reduce the seek time by serving the requests according to their read positions. However, to the best of our knowledge, most storage devices either implement disk scheduling in firmware (thus, it is hard to modify them to support multimedia service) or do not impose disk scheduling. With our proposed software architecture, disk scheduling algorithms can be implemented in SAP processes.
CSCAN algorithm [38] maintains a dynamic schedule list for the disk requests according to their disk access position. When the disk head is served from inner cylinder to outer cylinder, it will serve the requests according to the shortest distances. Once the disk head reaches to the outer-most cylinder, it resets back to the most inner cylinder. As the first disk scheduling algorithm under investigation for high-quality video, the CSCAN algorithm is implemented and the experimental results are reported in this section.
For SAP_PS scheme, every SAP process manages a different video file. Every SAP process is independent, therefore there is still a potential interference between SAPs. Although every SAP maintains a disk request schedule for its associated video file, other SAP's requests can force the disk head to move to other locations. Thus, disk scheduling improvement is not always guaranteed. For instance, for NAP_NS, the average access time is reduced from 210 msec to 198 msec (i.e., 12 msec reduction in average) while for NAP_TS, the average access times are nearly the same (i.e., 108 msec without CSCAN scheduling and 109 msec with CSCAN scheduling). The reason is that we may already have a better case whose seek time overhead is not much.
For the SAP_TS scheme, only one SAP process manages all requests to all video files on storage devices. Since all disk requests are scheduled by a SAP process, the performance improvement is more deterministic. As demonstrated in Table 4 , SAP_TS with the NAP_NS scheme has a reduction of 32 msec on an average from 229 msec to 197 msec.
For the SAP_TS with NAP_TS scheme, a similar performance improvement (reduction of 28 msec on average from 131 msec to 103 msec) is also observed.
It is interesting to note that although the average access time has been reduced, the number of supported concurrent accesses is not increased significantly. Most disk scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature such as [35] , [48] are targeted for low-bandwidth video type such as MPEG-1 (e.g., 1.2 or 1.5 Mbit/sec). We assume a CBR JPEG, or MPEG-2 with 4 Mbit/sec bandwidth, which makes the transfer time dominate the disk access time. As the transfer time becomes the dominating factor for the disk accesses, the degree of impact on the disk scheduling algorithms decreases. Therefore, CSCAN algorithm performs marginally better than traditional FCFS algorithm for 4 Mbit/sec video types.
Our observation in Fig. 14 indicates that it requires at least two disks to demonstrate the improvement on the supported concurrent accesses by using CSCAN disk scheduling for concurrent high-quality videos. The reason is because when we have more concurrent accesses in the schedule, it is easier to find the next closest requests to reduce the average seek times. The SAP_TS with NAP_TS can support on average 1 to 2 more concurrent accesses by adopting CSCAN scheduling algorithm compared to the same scheme without using CSCAN disk scheduling. The observed increase on the number of concurrent accesses can be translated into an equivalently 0.5 to 1 Mbyte/sec sustained disk bandwidth. Same degree of disk performance improvement has been consistently found in the previous studies. For example, [35] , in an intensive simulation study had reported the sustained disk bandwidth improvement could be in the range of 3 to 6 MPEG-1 streams using CSCAN depending on the request sizes for a single disk. This improvement also translated into the range of 3.6 to 7.2 Mbps (i.e., slightly less than the range of 0.5 to 1.0 Mbyte/sec). Since our disk block sizes have been significantly larger than the ones assumed in [35] our experimental results are generally following the expected effect for this assumption change.
Effect of In-Server Multicasting at NAP
One of the advantages of using software solutions to improve the server performance is flexibility. For example, multicasting can be implemented within the server's software architecture. We introduce the performance achievement using what we call in-server multicasting. Consider that a popular video has many concurrent accesses targeting for this title. Therefore, significant reduction of disk accesses can be reduced by allowing a group of concurrent accesses to share common buffers. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of in-server multicasting using our proposed software architecture, we assume that video requests have been increased proportionally to every video stream (we call it Multicasting-Factor) such that every video block accessed needs to be transmitted to the NIF by Multicasting-Factor times. Fig. 15 depicts the achieved bandwidths for the disk and network accesses.
Since the storage access is sustained to support 10 streams, it has been observed from the experiment that the disk bandwidth is steady at 4.4 to 4.5 Mbyte/sec. While the disk bandwidth is maintained at the same bandwidth, the in-server multicasting capability makes the network bandwidth grow linearly as the Multicasting-Factor is increased. The maximum multicast-factor that system achieves using a HIPPI interface (with tunneling over ATM networks) is about 84 percent of the 80 MByes/sec.
Experimental Improvement with the Access Profiles
With the enabling schemes demonstrated in the previous subsections, we are ready to improve system performance by taking advantages of asymmetric access profiles. We further bring fault tolerance consideration by adopting the RAID-3 disk arrays in our video storage system. The video traffic is assumed to be of the high-quality 8 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 variety. While presenting the experimental results, we also intend to find the accurate performance models for matching the experimental results. These performance models (that closely match the experimental performance results) can be used as tools to predict system performance. We, thus, model the system timing performance.
where T osfixed The fixed operating system overhead. It includes the time required to traverse the path through the system call interface, the device driver, and the SCSI host bus adapter start-up time.
T vm
The time required to perform memory management operations on a single page. N pages The number of pages occupied by the request.
T cmd
The time required by the controller to start a data transfer and to indicate the finished status at the end of a data transfer.
T seek
The time it takes the RAID to seek from one end to another.
T rot
The time to complete one rotation of the RAID.
T xfer
The time it takes to transfer the requested number of bytes across SCSI I/O channel.
Once the time to transfer a request is known, the number of users that a single RAID 3 can support is given by the following equation. For a given request size, N bytes/req , S video/req is the number of seconds of video for a particular user at that request size. R user is the bandwidth requirement for the particular user. S video/req is given by: which is the number of requests the disk can process in S video/req seconds given that each request takes T request seconds. Table 5 shows a summary of the performance results of the five cases of design combinations for one RAID 3.
Case 1 and Case 2 in Table 5 represent an average performance when the access profile was not taken into consideration. By assuming that the concurrent video accesses are uniformly distributed over the addressing space of the RAID-3, the performance results indicate that there is a slight increase in the number of supported concurrent video accesses when the block size is about 128 Kbyte (i.e., four-frame block with our assumed worst-case 32 Kbyte frame size) from FIFO to CSCAN. For request sizes greater than 128 Kbyte, the CSCAN implemented on SAP using the SAP_PS scheme does not improve the number of concurrent video accesses.
Case 3 and 4 represent the performance improvement by changing the SAP design from SAP_PS scheme to SAP_TS scheme. From Case 3 to Case 4, we observed a steady onestream increase across almost all block sizes. However, the performance improvement is limited. The illustrations in Fig. 16 show the timing performance (see Fig. 16a ) and sustained bandwidths (see Fig. 16b ) achieved by our software.
The most interesting case is Case 5. This case takes advantage of the access profiles by batching the initial requests into the CCACS component, and provide the service in a cost-effective way. Case 5 indicates the performance which gradually enforce interleaving requests within the addressing space of the RAID 3. The performance improvement is significant especially when the video block sizes are relatively small (e.g., 128 and 258 Kbyte).
Based on the analytical model, we can apply the following parameters for the proper matching. T osfixed = 500 msec, T vm = 10 msec, T cmd = 2.5 msec, T seek + T rot = 1 msec, R user = 0.96 Mbyte/sec, and N bytes/req = 512 Kbyte. Fig. 17a shows the bandwidth calculation is a reasonable estimation when determining the number of supported streams. The expected results are shown in Fig. 17b . The result is very accurate reflecting the inside of timing performance.
We also obtained further performance improvement by taking advantage of the in-server multicasting with consideration with the interleaving scheme. It further removes the performance bottleneck on the storage subsystem in the RAID 3 retrieval. We face another performance bottleneck in the network subsystem. The number of supported concurrent video accesses is bounded to 67 by the HIPPI network interface with approximately 84 percent channel utilization.
The performance trade-off on batching the requests is on the demonstrated increase on the number of supported concurrent accesses with a price on the initial delay. The longer of the initial batching delay is, the higher performance gain that the system can achieve. The performance improvement gradually reaches to the access capacities of the storage and network capacity as we demonstrated earlier. The above experimental results were collected with a maximal five-minute batching delay with a typical accessdominated access profile as we demonstrated in [46] . Another potential drawback is the potential request rejection by uses because of the long batching time (as pointed out by Dan et al. in [7] , [8] ). We, however, assumed that users are able to tolerate the five-minute batching time in the experiments; thus, no users terminated their requests. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the design of a generic software architecture for high-performance on-demand video servers. The goals were 1) high-bandwidth and real-time constraints for supporting concurrent video accesses, and 2) suitability to different hardware platforms. Different key components were described on controlling the storage and network devices within the server. The collaborative interaction between these software components was also illustrated. Our experimental results indicated a very promising direction for exploring the right schemes in the processing component. The summary of our study in this paper is as follows:
We have identified various factors that cause performance degradation. Since a disk (disk array) only supports a limited number of concurrent video accesses, striping a video file across a number of disks (disk arrays) is required. Because of the striping, a video retrieval process needs to access different disks (disk arrays) at different times. Possible contention on the storage devices and their associated device drivers can be significant. In order to further reduce the contention for storage devices, we identify different variations of designing SAP process. The key design issue is to search for proper hierarchical management such that contention and interference can be reduced. We used two kinds of partitions on concurrent accesses. The first approach, called SAP_PS scheme, brings in the consideration of handling those concurrent accesses on the same video file. The other approach called SAP_TS scheme further extend the management scope from one video file to multiple video files within a number of disks. These management schemes are jointly investigated with the conventional CSCAN disk scheduling method.
It is interesting to note that although the average access time has been reduced, the number of supported concurrent MPEG-2 accesses is not increased significantly. Since the CBR MPEG-2 with 4 Mbit/sec bandwidth makes the transfer time dominate the disk access time, the experimental results generally followed the expected effect. Our observation also indicates that it requires at least two disks to demonstrate the improvement on the supported concurrent accesses by using CSCAN disk scheduling. The reason is that when we have more concurrent accesses in the schedule, it is easier to find the next closest requests reducing the average seek times. The SAP_TS with NAP_TS can support on average 1-2 more concurrent accesses (i.e., 5 percent to 10 percent increase on the number of supported concurrent video accesses) by adopting CSCAN scheduling algorithm compared to the same scheme without using CSCAN disk scheduling. By performing further analysis on the jitter distribution, we observed that the start-up contention usually occurs for the first few times of accesses. Removing the start-up jitters can be achieved with two approaches. The first approach is to adopt NAP_TS schemes, in which a NAP process regulate a number of video streams, instead of NAP_NS schemes, in which a NAP process only handles a single stream. The other approach is to have the CCACS regulate the concurrent accesses at the beginning such that the start-up contention can be removed (i.e., introduce longer but acceptable start-up latencies). Since we need to implement the batching/scheduling capability within the CCACS for further study on the user's asymmetric access profiles, we decided to investigate what we call explicit start-up scheduling within the CCACS component. With this scheme, the system achieved about 80 percent of the storage system bandwidth of four disks, about 70 percent of the storage system bandwidth of six disks, and generally reached the maximal achieved SCSI bandwidth when eight disks are used over two SCSI buses (i.e., four disks on each SCSI bus). Finally, we were able to further investigate an interesting research issue by considering the user's access profiles regarding popular video titles. The optimal design requires an integrated design combinations of CCACS, SAP, and NAP components. The results are significant with a range of 60 percent improvement given a 512 Kbyte block size (e.g., 16 video frames). We also developed practical performance models, which predict the performance where large-scale experiments are impossible. David H.C. Du received a BS degree in mathematics from National Tsing-Hua University in Taiwan, Republic of China; and an MS degree in 1980 and a PhD in 1981, both in computer science from the University of Washington, Seattle. He is now a professor in the Computer Science Department of the University of Minnesota and a chair professor for US WEST Expertise. He performs research in such areas as multimedia computing and storage systems, high-speed networking, high-performance computing over clusters of workstations, database design, and CAD for VLSI circuits. He has authored or co-authored more than 150 technical papers, including 70 for referreed journal publications in his research areas. He has graduated 33 PhD students in the past 15 years. His research in multimedia computing and storage systems includes video-on-demand server architecture, video and audio synchronization techniques, multimedia storage systems, and multimedia authoring tools. His research in the CAD area includes physical layout, timing verification, and delay fault test for high-speed circuits. His research in high-speed networking includes heterogeneous high-performance computing over high-speed networks, quality of services over ATM networks, communication configuration management, and high-performance computing over a cluster of workstations and PCs. He served as an editor of IEEE Transactions on Computers from 1993 to 1997. He has served as conference chair and program committee chair for several conferences in the multimedia and database areas. He has been awarded research grants from the National Science Foundation and such companies as 3M, NCR Comten, Control Data, Northern Telecom, Unysis, IBM, Seagate Technology, US WEST, and Honeywell. He is a fellow of the IEEE.
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